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DULUTH--Blindfold students with canes and dog guides --

and sometimes just each other -- are frequenting the campus and corridors of 

the University of Minnesota, Duluth, this summero 

urdeally cool11 weather in the Seaway City and the hallwa.rs 

of UMDVs contemporary, inter-connected buildings seemed to offer just the 

right set-up for the institute on mobility training for the blindo 

The students actually are teachers of the blind who seek 

some of the same experiences as those without sight. Their director is 

Miss Jeanne Kenmore of the University of Minnesota educational psychology 

department. 

Until recent years academic training -- braille and clasiroom 

studies -- figured largely above physical independence for the blind, 

especially where children were concernedo Instructor Kenmore would hear 

"Sure, Iive got my Pn·. D., but I canvt get to my jobi 18 

With the belief that physical confidence -- getting 

around by oneself -- is as important as academic achievement, Miss 

Kenmore and a Hines, Ill • .iw.n staff member coordinated the first national 

course for the training of blind children at the University of Denver, 1958. 

The UMD institute, iiQrientation and Mobility for Blind Children,n is an 

outgrowth of their interests. It is one of only two such seminars to be 

offered in the U.S. this summer. 

Only 20 18students1' are enrolled in the intensive four-week 

course which is staffed by 10 specialists. They include instructors in 

cane technique from the Veterans Hospital in Hines, Ille and a field 
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representative from Seeing Eye, Inc., Morristown, N. J. The co-sponsoring 

State Department of Public Welfare has sent C. Stanley Potter, its 

supervisor for Services for the Blind. 

Daily the students observe blind children receiving 

instruction to help them move more independently and confidently about 

their schools and neighborhoods. 

Then with blindfolds on they simulate the experiences of 

getting around in buildings, using the ittouch" cane technique, walking 

with a seeing-eye dog, moving about using only sense and sound, and going 

through a cafeteria line, paying for their ~eal and eating with persons of 

normal sighto 

YfWhen the students find out these methods really !!.2£!f, they 

are encouraged to help their own charges become more ii:a.dependent,n Miss 

Kenmore said. 

In her lectures she allows for physical and psychological 

differences in children, and for parents who "didn it expect it a blind 

child and so over-protect him. 

Another reason the Duluth University was chosen for the 

seminar is because students could live on-campus in dorms. 0 This has 

given us a lively interchange of ideas, Yt Miss Kenmore said. 1tit., s even 

started an after-hours social committee. 11 

Twin Cities area personnel aiding in course direction include 
Dr. Evelyn Deno, consultant in special education, Minneapolis Public Schools; 
Dr. Maynard Co Reynolds, director of special education and Dr. E. Paul 
Torrance, director of the Bureau of Educational Research, University of 
Minnesota, Minneapolis; John Bankovics, mobility instructor, Minneapolis 
Society for the Blind, and James Geary, director of special education, 
Minnesota State Department of Education. 
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